WEB SITE: Fun Brain
URL: http://www.funbrain.com/
DESCRIPTION: Interactive educational games categorized by age (6 and under, 7-10, 11-15, 15 and up). Each game has a brief description and level of difficulty.
IMPLEMENTATION: Elementary - all areas of curriculum

WEB SITE: Enchanted Learning
URL: http://www.enchantedlearning.com/
DESCRIPTION: Designed for children. Includes a pictionary, foreign language dictionaries, puzzles, games, activities, crafts, as well as information. Designed to develop creativity in children.
IMPLEMENTATION: Especially for children ages 5 to 10. Many puzzles and coloring sheets that can be copied.

WEB SITE: Education World
URL: http://www.education-world.com/
DESCRIPTION: All subject areas. Many options and links. Grades K-8
IMPLEMENTATION: Worksheets available for copying. Brain teasers and games are especially good for math. Hints and solutions provided.